Pharmacy redefined

FLOWRx Connect enables the production
and receipt of patient specific totes. Our
integrated software platform drives smarter
dispensing workflow. Build and automate your
workflow as much, or as little, as you want
by connecting and directing multiple patient
and prescription orders from your PMR to
your hub, warehouse and /or wholesaler.
FLOWRx Connect integrates seamlessly with
FLOWRx Hub and FLOWRx Store to power
your dispensing efficiency, data analysis and
business intelligence. It controls the entire
process from order management to complete
labelled and bagged prescriptions.
FLOWRx Connect provides drug data integrity and
validation by comparing a multitude of inventory
management codes against the drug item code. It
then records all relevant medication and patient data
required for audit and regulatory
purposes.
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Book your demonstration today

www.centredsolutions.co.uk

FLOWRx Connect works with most operating procedures and
is able to interface with any PMR. It can also integrate with your
order management system giving you complete flexibility to
create patient specific totes.
MERGE

Process prescription
medication orders
from the PMR and
place orders on
warehouse or order
management systems.

ANALYSE

Analyse all medication
sources and locations
then place orders
according to your
preference or
demand.

RECORD

ORDER

Directly order
patient-specific totes
from your supplier,
warehouse - or both.

Captures all relevant
medication and
patient data required
for audit and
regulatory purposes
(FMD compliant).

INFORM

Produces Advance
Shipping Notices
(ASN) and updates all
systems that require
information.

Centred Solutions is reimagining repeat prescription workflow, making the benefits of hub dispensing
affordable and accessible to all UK pharmacies.
We are experts in the design, development and implementation
of pharmacy workflow and automated repeat prescription
dispensing systems.
Our focus is to enable better patient care and consultation,
save time on administration, support revenue generation, and
eliminate errors in prescription dispensing.
Our scalable solutions deliver whether you’re a single store
pharmacy, manage multiple pharmacies or operate an existing
pharmacy hub or warehouse facility.

Our experienced team has spent many years developing new
ways to improve pharmacy workflow - our job is to make your
job easier as pharmacy faces major changes in the next few
years.
That’s why we developed the FLOWRx suite of pharmacy
workflow solutions, including FLOWRx Connect, FLOWRx
Hub and FLOWRx Store, plus a host of smart tools and service
support solutions.

Save money

Free up time

Eliminate errors

Drive revenue

Reduce stock
holding by up to
40% and improve
stock control.

Reduce the amount
of time staff spend
performing manual,
redundant and
administrative
tasks.

Adopt a
continuous, safer
and traceable
automated
workflow.

Spend more time
face-to-face with
patients on clinical
work, services and
improving patient
care.
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